
presents a fresh approach to model discovery 
in mathematics.

Owing to its many uses, state estimation 
influences science, engineering and even 
public policy. For this reason, quantifying 
uncertainty is crucial for making informed 
decisions and risk assessments on the basis of 
any state prediction. Course and Nair showed 
that their method is widely applicable by con-
sidering examples ranging from modelling 
fluid flow to predicting the motion of black 
holes (Fig. 1).

The latter application built on previous 
work5 to show that the equations describing 
the motion of two black holes in orbit around 
each other can be reverse-engineered from 
measurements of the gravitational waves that 
the black holes generate before merging. The 
gravitational-wave observations over a short 
interval are used as training data to infer 
the orbital equations, and the uncertainty 
associated with this inference can then be 
used to predict and quantify the uncertainty 
in a complete orbital trajectory over a much 
longer interval.

State estimation already serves as a 
foundation for predicting and controlling 
states in myriad applications, ensuring that 
devices, machinery and complex systems 
operate safely and efficiently. But the nature 
of scientific enquiry is evolving, and interest 
in developing methods to handle the flexi-
bility and complexity of data-driven models 
is growing. Thus, whereas research in the 
past focused on creating a synergy between 
state-estimation techniques and known phys-
ical laws, current research demands that both 
model formulation and state estimation adapt 
to the intricacies of our increasingly complex, 
multifaceted and data-centric world. Like an 
airborne kite above a hill, Course and Nair’s 
work will help to test the winds of change as 
they begin to blow scientific progress in a new 
direction.
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Everything we see around us, including our-
selves, emerges out of physical interactions 
between fundamental particles. But because 
physics does not have any concept of function, 
it cannot distinguish the emergent functional 
features that are central to biology1 from 
random fluctuations. The complex structures 
of proteins, all of which have emerged to per-
form specific biological functions, are a case 
in point2,3. In addition, the laws of physics are 
timeless and eternal, unaffected by historical 
events, so cannot be used to describe how the 
past evolution of species affects their present 
and future. On page 321, Sharma et al.4 pres-
ent what they call assembly theory as a way 
to fill this gap, providing a framework to unify 
descriptions of evolutionary selection across 

physics and biology.
The existence of living beings that are well 

adapted to their environment is explained 
by Charles Darwin’s theory of natural selec-
tion. At a macro level, natural selection states 
that species evolve by initially random vari-
ants being selected for survival over many 
generations through their relative reproduc-
tive success5. But attempts to describe this 
process quantitatively, for example through 
Hamilton’s Rule and the Price equation6, just 
describe outcomes and do not relate to the 
underlying physics. The same is true of Fisher’s 
fundamental theorem of natural selection7 and 
of mathematical formulations of population 
genetics. 

Assembly theory fills this gap in an innova-
tive way by quantifying the degree of evolu-
tion and selection in an ensemble of objects. 
Conventionally, an object is defined by the 
material particles from which it is made. 
Assembly theory instead defines an object 

through its possible formation histories in an 
‘assembly space’ in which objects are made by 
joining elementary building blocks together 
recursively to form new structures.

The assembly universe is the space that 
contains all of the conceivable pathways for 
assembling any object from the same build-
ing blocks. But the parts of this space that are 
actually accessible are limited, first by the laws 
of physics, and second by historical contin-
gency: new things can be built only on the basis 
of what is already there, further constraining 
what is possible.

The authors build a quantity they call 
‘assembly’ from two variables: copy number, 
meaning the number of copies of an object 
in an ensemble; and assembly index, the 
minimum number of steps needed to produce 
an object. These combine to give an equation 
that determines the amount of selection that 
was necessary to produce an ensemble of 
objects. The authors’ key contention is that 
a transition from no selection to selection 
— such as happened when inanimate matter 
became animate — changes the pathways 
taken in assembly space in a mathematically 
definable way embodied in this equation. 
In essence, an object with a high assembly 
index that has a high copy number is evidence 
of selection. Two timescales determine the 
dynamics of the assembly process: the rate at 
which new, unique objects are formed, and 
the rate at which those objects are copied 
after they exist. If the relationship between 
these two timescales is such that resources are 
available for making more copies of existing 
objects, then selection can occur.

The assembly index of a molecule could 
possibly be determined experimentally, which 
would allow a check on theoretical calcula-
tions. Sharma et al.4 give examples of assembly 
pathways for molecular processes, including 
the joint assembly space for polymeric chains 
and processes catalysed by enzymes, as well 
as spaces in which selection has generated 
ensembles of high complexity.

The authors state that assembly theory 

Evolution

A foundational view of 
the physics of evolution
George F. R. Ellis

How can physics underlie the emergence of biology’s complex 
functionality? A powerful interface between physics and 
biology that describes the processes of evolution by natural 
selection provides a compelling answer. See p.321

“Attempts to describe 
evolution quantitatively  
do not relate to the 
underlying physics.”
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neatly unifies physics (the processes that make 
assembly possible) with biological selection 
(the effects that determine what is actually 
realized), thus enabling the incorporation 
of novelty generation and selection into the 
physics of complex objects. 

Other researchers have adopted similar 
approaches to bridge this divide. For instance, 
in January, a ‘theory of the adjacent possible’ 
was published8 that shares many features 
with assembly theory: a focus on possibility 
spaces, and the constraints imposed on the 
near-future outcomes of a development pro-
cess by the objects that already exist. But, 
similarly to those earlier attempts to quantify 
evolution, this description does not relate to 
the underlying physics.

Perhaps a closer approach is ‘constructor 
theory’9, which considers how self-reproduc-
tion is compatible with the laws of physics, 
reformulating the laws as statements about 
which object transformations are possible 
and impossible, and why. Its similarities with 
assembly theory include carrying out trans-
formations recursively through so-called 
constructors. It does not, however, character-
ize the resultant assembly paths or quantify 
selection, even though the theory is compat-
ible with evolutionary selective processes.

Assembly theory is potentially a profound 
approach to evolution and its foundation in 

physics. The theory as initially stated is very 
general, and could well have applications in 
other spheres. It might, for example, provide 
a route to detecting alien life on other plan-
ets, by identifying specific molecules with 
high assembly indices as ‘biosignatures’ – a 
project that some of the authors have been 
deeply involved in10.

Technologies also follow processes of 
evolutionary development on the basis of 
what is already available at that time11. This is 
mentioned in the paper, but not developed 
in detail. It would be worth investigating 
whether assembly theory could characterize 
such selection, in effect quantifying the degree 
of innovation. Implied in such applications is 
the vexed issue of agency — the ability of liv-
ing things to control their own actions and 
decide what to do next. This underlies the 
existence of all technology, but it is an ability 
that, again, is hard to explain in terms of con-
ventional formulations of physics. Assembly 
theory does not address this as such, but a key 
point is that after intelligent action becomes 
possible, the kinds of assembly path that are 
possible change fundamentally.

The authors develop the idea’s application 
to biological processes in depth only at the 
molecular scale. A key issue is whether it can 
usefully be extended to explain the workings 
of other levels in the biological hierarchy of 

emergence — organelles, cells, tissues, organs, 
organisms, populations of organisms, ecosys-
tems and, ultimately, the entire biosphere. 

In this hierarchy, function emerges at the 
level of organelles and above12. In humans, for 
example, gene regulatory networks control 
the synthesis of proteins at the cellular level 
to maintain the body and allow growth; neural 
networks in our brains process environmental 
cues to predict outcomes and determine our 
behaviour; the heart pumps oxygen to all cells 
in the body to keep us alive (Fig. 1), and so on. 
Higher levels of organization emerge from 
lower levels by evolutionary processes that 
act on long timescales (the structure of the 
heart comes from genes that were selected 
to produce that structure), developmental 
processes on intermediate timescales (those 
genes are read in such a way that an embryo 
develops a heart) and functional processes 
that act on short timescales (the cells in the 
heart function in such a way that the heart 
pumps blood). 

But causation also works in the downward 
direction. Higher levels set boundary con-
ditions and time-dependent constraints on 
lower levels, for example in controlling gene 
expression according to physiological needs. 
However, they also shape processes that cre-
ate, modify and delete lower-level elements 
(such as processes that determine cell type 
according to position in a developing embryo).

Causal closure — the ability to explain why 
things happen as they do — takes place only 
when all levels linked in this way are consid-
ered. The downward processes do not alter 
the physical laws underlying the whole in any 
way, but they do shape specific outcomes. For 
example, how electrons flow in nerve axons in 
the brain depends on what an individual is see-
ing in the world around them at a given time. 

Evolution by natural selection applies in a 
coherent way at every level from macromol-
ecules upwards, including metabolic and 
gene regulatory networks and physiological 
systems, to the level of whole organisms. This 
evolution is shaped in a downwards direction 
by what happens at the levels of populations 
and ecosystems, which, in turn, are subject 
to selection, and at the level of the entire 
biosphere.  

Assembly theory can describe all this in prin-
ciple, because it is such a general framework. 
But organisms become what they are through 
complex, context-dependent developmen-
tal processes. The emergent nature of these 
processes is key to survival and hence to evo-
lutionary outcomes. The important question 
is to what extent concepts such as assembly 
index, copy number and pathways through 
assembly space can usefully be applied in prac-
tice to such complex contexts, such as how 
gene regulatory networks function to control 
protein synthesis.

Perhaps the roundworm (Caenorhabditis 

Figure 1 | The mystery of function. The system of blood vessels within a human body — here in the retina 
of the eye — evolved to allow the heart to pump oxygen to every cell and so keep people alive. Physics as 
currently formulated cannot explain why such a complex structure with specific functionality exists — a gap 
that the assembly theory of Sharma et al.4 could help to close.
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Fledgling planetary systems are thought 
to undergo huge collisions1, but evidence 
for these events outside the Solar System 
has been far from concrete2. One signal for 
such violence is a brightening of emission at 
infrared wavelengths from the ‘synestia’ — 
the post-collision remnant3. On page 251, 
Kenworthy et al.4 report such a brightening 
associated with a young Sun-like star caught in 
the aftermath of a large-scale collisional event 
between two planets in its outer planetary sys-
tem. The observation is unprecedented, and 
brings fresh insight into the early evolution 
of planetary systems and worlds like our own.

Humankind has enjoyed a period of 
planetary-system stability in which Earth’s sur-
face has generally been left unperturbed. This 
hasn’t always been the case — for an example of 
a life-squelching event, think what happened 
to the dinosaurs. Indeed, Earth’s first billion 
years were marked by episodes of collisional 
activity that ranged from catastrophic (such 
as the event that formed the Moon) to possi-
bly necessary for the eventual formation of 
life (such as the delivery of water and organic 
molecules by comets or asteroids). Episodes of 
enhanced collisional activity early in the Solar 
System’s history were driven by instabilities, 
especially those involving the wanderings of 
Jupiter and Saturn5,6.

The collision observed by Kenworthy and 
colleagues occurred in another planetary 

system, and was initially recognized when its 
star dimmed suddenly in 2021. The authors’ 
subsequent investigation of the system’s 
infrared and optical emissions revealed that 
the dimming was linked to an eclipse lasting 

around 500 days, which overlapped with an 
infrared brightening that began 2.5 years 
before the eclipse (Fig. 1). Their modelling 
suggests that these two events resulted from 
a collision between two exoplanets with a 
combined mass several times that of Earth, 
producing dust that serendipitously blocked 
our view of the host star.

Although both the observations and 
modelling provide a compelling case for the 
detection of a planetary-scale collisional 
event, they leave open questions about the 
general properties of the two colliding planets 
and the star around which the event occurred. 
That the star is Sun-like is implicit in the shape 
of its spectrum and its brightness, given its 
distance from Earth. And Kenworthy et al. 
estimate that the star is around 300 million 
years old on the basis of its rotational period, 
which they derived from variations in the light 
emitted before the collision. Such character-
ization is on the sparse side for exoplanetary 
science, which typically adheres to the prin-
ciple ‘know thy star, know thy planet’ (see 
go.nature.com/3k58wkw).

The properties of Kenworthy and colleagues’ 
star and planets are therefore known only 
within certain ranges. The pre-impact masses 
of the two planets could have ranged from 
roughly an Earth mass up to something 
closer to that of Neptune. The temperature of 
the synestia suggests it is unlikely that both 
bodies were pure rock, and instead indicates 
that they also contained some water or other 
compounds that were not dominated by hydro-
gen or helium. The synestia must be separated 
from its host star by a distance ranging from 
twice to 16 times the Earth–Sun distance. Any 

elegans) could be used to explore this more; its 
genome is fully known13. Each and every adult 
roundworm has precisely the same number of 
cells (apart from sex cells), and the history of 
every one of these cells is known, providing a 
basis for an assembly-theory analysis. It would 
seem ideal for taking the project further.
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Astronomy

Violent collision rocks a 
young planetary system
Carl Melis

When two worlds collide, they leave more than the shambles 
of dusty ejecta. Astronomers have detected light from a 
post-collision remnant, providing the best evidence so far for 
planetary-scale collisions in exoplanetary systems. See p.251

Figure 1 | Signs of a planetary collision. Kenworthy et al.4 detected a brightening of infrared emission from 
the star ASASSN-21qj, indicative of hot material produced by the collision of two planets. The brightening 
lasted for around 1,000 days, and overlapped with a dimming of optical-wavelength light from the same 
system. The dimming event came 2.5 years after the brightening began, when debris from the collision 
eclipsed the host star. It lasted 500 days and was first reported in 2021. (Adapted from Fig. 1 in ref. 4.)
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